HOW COMPACT CAN A SOFA BE, WITH PRESERVED COMFORT AND FUNCTIONALITY?

A high level of comfort in the smallest possible space is the core design of EFG Mingle. The form of expression is simple, with a few selected details that give the product a character of its own.

With EFG Mingle we want to fully demonstrate that it is possible to create comfortable, functional and aesthetically appealing seating, which takes up minimal valuable space. We also wanted to design a completely modular sofa that represents efficiency, particularly with regards to functionality but also in floor space, transportation and materials.
Soft seating plays an important role in creating well-being and a more home-like environment in the workplace. These areas are highly appreciated - they inspire and motivate.

EFG Mingle can easily be adapted to the requirements of a modern, changing environment. It is ideal in most public places; offices, reception areas, schools and health care.

Mingle modules can be configured in an infinite number of combinations of curved and straight shapes.

Create closed spaces, open spaces, small spaces and large spaces - simply put, spaces for all kinds of mingling!
COMFORTABLE FUNCTIONALITY

EFG Mingle can easily be adapted to changing environments and is ideal in workplaces as well as in public places. The functional details add to the expression of the product and makes the family practical and user friendly.

EFG Mingle works perfectly with sofa tables as well as tables with traditional heights of 720 mm.

- **High Comfort** - with softly shaped seats and backs. For long or spontaneous meetings.

- **Modularity** - enables a variety of combinations. Sledge base in black or chrome.

- **Compact** - less impact on the environment due to material usage. Wooden components and table tops from FSC-certified materials.

- **Fully upholstered** - upholstered furniture can contribute significantly to improved acoustics.
To make things easier and to give you inspiration, we have created some pre-defined combinations.

Circle bench, small
SEMC38

Meeting sofa
SEMC1S

Half circle sofa
SEMC5H

Sledge base in black or chrome

2 seater sofa with normal back
SEMS2A

1 seater sofa with medium back
SEMS1

2 seater sofa with high back
SEMS3H
WOODEN LEGS

EFG Mingle options includes wooden legs in different colours for a softer, more natural look. Choose between white stained ash, beech nature or oak nature.

3 seater sofa with normal back SEMS3AW
1 seater sofa with normal back SEMS1AW
2 seater sofa with medium back SEMW52W
2 seater sofa with high back-Side Seam SEM2HWW
3 seater sofa with normal back SEMS3AW
3 seater sofa with high back SEVH3WW
2 seater sofa with high back-semi back SEM2HWW

Cushion 460x280 mm P60A02
DIVIDED SEAT AND BACK

This version of the sofa has a clever gap where the seat and back are slightly divided to allow for dust to fall through.
MIX AND MINGLE

Combine the EFG Mingle modules, benches and sofas with regular back, with or without armrests, and tables, to create your preferred combination. Item numbers ending with a “J” are connectable modules (“J” = Join). The modules without “J” can also be used as separate units.

HOW TO CONNECT

1. Start from the left, by selecting a module with an article number that does not end with a “J”.

2. Continue building your sofa by adding units to the right, now using item numbers that end with a “J” (“J” = Join).

EXAMPLE: SEMB2 + SEMS2J + SEMS1CRJ + SEMS2J + SEMT2J
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GOOD CONSCIENCE

Just like all our products, EFG Mingle is designed and manufactured with minimal environmental impact and in accordance with the established Nordic furniture eco-labeling. Components consist mainly of recyclable material, all wood is FSC certified, and we do not use any harmful chemicals. All our standard fabrics carry the EU-flower.

100 DIFFERENT STANDARD COLORS ARE ONLY A FEW OF YOUR OPTIONS